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With technology in financial services evolving at
breathtaking speed, we see how interactions with
retail and institutional customers are becoming
more engaging and dynamic, how the workplace is
becoming more mobile and collaborative, and how
processes are becoming more flexible.
Indeed, the need for financial institutions to become
digital businesses is more acute now than ever. At
Microsoft we believe that to be successful, you need
to be present in the financial lives of your customers at any time, any place, across any channel or any
device – and we are committed to helping you make
this happen.
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Reaching out
An increasing array of consumer mobile technologies is changing the way we
think about service delivery. We find out how Microsoft and its partners are
helping banks to deliver an omni-channel experience
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

S

martphones, tablets and wearable technology have changed consumer expectations
when it comes to service delivery. People are
used to connecting with friends wherever they
are, through any device, and they expect the same
from their bank. In order to keep up with consumer expectations and offer a true omni-channel
experience, banks face the challenge of moving
from a passive service-provision infrastructure to
proactive, digital interaction with customers.
“For many years, the branch was our main
banking channel – the bank would open the
doors and wait for the customers to walk in,”
says Marcelo Marquez, director of business
development, worldwide banking industry at
Microsoft. “We moved into digital channels
with a similar state of mind – to provide an
infrastructure for customers to take the initiative and serve themselves. But omni-channel
is different. Any technology that the customer
has access to could become a channel – not only
the phone, but wearable devices and the internet of things. Instead of waiting for the customer to serve themselves, omni-channel is about
reaching out and engaging with the customer
in different ways.”
Marquez says that in order to achieve success
in the omni-channel era, banks need to be:
• Insightful – using real-time analytics to translate customer information into knowledge and
actions that enable different conversations
• Always connected – using mobile devices as
a window for the bank’s compute power, on
premise and in the cloud
• Always available – a click away from customers, always ready to have a conversation
• Attentive to customers and able to anticipate
their needs.
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“All these qualities demand digital reach, and
real-time analytics will be key to creating the
smart omni-channel layer that can enable this,”
explains Marquez. “Instead of having a web or
digital mobile experience where customers take
the initiative for every action, banks will have to
create a digital advisor that is proactive, reaching
out to the customer.”
Through his discussions with customers,
Marquez has found that the bank’s omni-channel strategy must address some key issues. “First,
banks need to modify their own culture around
becoming digital. This transformation starts
from the inside out and requires a balance of
providing access to the latest technology to customers and ensuring simplified processes for employees. Banks will always have early adopters,
but to make them mainstream it will require a
platform for customers to learn and share experiences. As we move forward, new and different
service models will be tested and, in many cases,
banks will provide the training and resources for
consumers to adopt these.”
Rising to those challenges can also open up a
wealth of opportunities. “Banks will be able to
use the technology in different ways and uncover
new types of opportunities,” says Marquez. “For
example, in terms of being insightful, machine
learning will redefine how banks interact with
customers. It will enable us to create smarter
applications that will leverage information and
customer behaviour insights to create a segment
of one experience with customers. While building a better, more relevant interaction with the
consumer, the bank might also find an opportunity to generate new ways of marketing, for itself
and for partners it works with, to create a onestop-shop for financial needs.”

With so many possibilities ahead, there is no
magic formula for omni-channel service delivery, and Microsoft is working with its partners to
demonstrate what they can achieve. “We’ve been
working with our partners to share with customers
the state of the possible; to show them the disruptive technologies of the future and how we foresee
these could make a big difference in the way we
bank,” says Marquez. “We build demonstrations
of how some of these things can be achieved with
Microsoft technology and the knowledge of our
partners. For example, technology designs with
Infusion Development or our Smart Banking initiative with Accenture and Avanade shows what

is possible in this omni-channel world, where
technology is redefining how the bank interacts
proactively with its customers.”
One thing is certain: driven by consumer demand, omni-channel is set to transform banking
service delivery, and banks need to consider how
they will achieve it. “We all agree on the objective
of omni-channel, but the most important thing
is that it is a journey,” concludes Marquez. “We
have been doing banking the same way for many
years, but now the consumer is driving change
and demanding new service models. Banks need
to have a strategy in place to deliver those models as new technologies emerge.”
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Andres
Wolberg-Stok
Having led Citi’s global mobile and tablet services to extraordinary success, Andres
Wolberg-Stok has an enviable reputation in the banking industry. He explains how the
bank is keeping up with consumer expectations and competition from nimble start-ups
by shifting its perceptions and driving innovation by opening itself up to new ideas
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

A

ndres Wolberg-Stok is far from your average banker; in fact his early career had
nothing to do with finance. While he was
studying industrial engineering in Argentina, he
began work as a columnist at a domestic newspaper in Buenos Aires. He eventually joined Reuters as a foreign correspondent and international
news executive, with postings in Latin America,
London, Brussels and Madrid. He socialised
with heads of state and ministers, had tea with
mass-murderer military dictators and was once
driven – blindfolded and at gunpoint – around
the capital of Paraguay.
After 18 years of living life on the edge, he decided to take his career elsewhere. It was 1999,
and the dot-com boom was at a high. “I was offered the position as the chief content officer at
LatinStoks.com, a four-country, 30-person, trilingual financial services Web content start-up
operation located on Wall Street and in Mexico
City, São Paulo and Buenos Aires,” Wolberg-Stok
explains. “Citi was looking to take a stake in the
outfit, but then the dot-com bubble burst and the
start-up went belly up. Thankfully Citi decided
to hire me anyway… I never looked back.”
Since then, Wolberg-Stok has held a variety of
digital roles at Citi. He started by heading up
the bank’s Internet Content and Tools division
in Latin America, then took on the US business
and is now responsible for emerging platforms
and services globally. “I’ve been with Citi for 14
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years now and it’s a real privilege to work with so
many smart people who are truly out to make life
better for Citi’s customers,” he says.
Indeed, it’s plain to see that creating better customer experiences is something close to Wolberg-Stok’s heart. “I’m incredibly proud of the
way our team has managed to deliver a quantum
leap in convenience for our customers,” he says.
“Take our Mobile Snapshot solution, for example.”
Citi Mobile Snapshot allows customers to check
their account balances and latest transactions
without having to enter their password every
time. “You just go to the app and you immediately see your updated account information, safely
and without the hassle of having to type in your
password,” Wolberg-Stok explains. “At the beginning, people thought we were crazy to be proposing something so at odds with the traditional
approach, but it’s been a remarkable success.”
While Citi is making remarkable headway in
the industry, Wolberg-Stok is quick to acknowledge that working in today’s competitive landscape isn’t without its challenges. “In the last few
years, we’ve started to see large numbers of very
bright people in nimble start-ups, backed by a lot
of venture capital, that have set out to reinvent
various aspects of consumer banking,” he says.
“They are creative, they are aggressive, they are
fast, and they are not lugging along the weight of
banks’ large compliance-oriented structures and
legacy systems. They’re digging from the other

“Rather than being a bank that
leverages technology, we increasingly
see ourselves as a technology
company with a banking licence”
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end of the tunnel, if you like. The best among
them are setting the bar really high, creating
simplified, elegant customer experiences.”
What’s more, customers are demanding more
from their financial services provider. “Bank
customers everywhere are no longer content
with a ‘traditional’ banking experience,” Wolberg-Stok explains. “Their standards and their
expectations are much higher, because they are
being shaped by other industries’ digital services and designs. An audience that’s using native
apps all day has no reason to accept that anything should be clunky or old-fashioned when it
comes to banking.”
But there’s no doubt that Citi is working hard
to meet all of these challenges. The company is
heavily focused on digitisation which, together with globalisation and urbanisation, forms
the three pillars of its overall strategy. “When
it comes to digital, a major component is our
self-perception,” Wolberg-Stok says. “Rather
than being a bank that leverages technology, we
increasingly see ourselves as a technology company with a banking license. It’s a very big shift.”
The best example of this is how Citi is opening
up to external innovation in a way it has never
done before. “It is no longer sustainable to assume that most innovation can come from within,” Wolberg-Stok explains. “Citi is reaching out
to the developer community to fuel innovation,
discover new digital solutions and learn from
the experts. Some incredibly surprising, refreshing ideas begin to come out as soon as you open
yourself up to external ideation.”
Citi’s Mobile Challenge illustrates the company’s commitment to discovering new ideas. “The
Citi Mobile Challenge is an open competition for
developers where we invite them to invent new
things using our services. We held our first Challenge in Latin America earlier this year and a USbased global Citi Mobile Challenge more recently.”
But it’s not just this which puts Citi a step above
the rest – its overall perspective on technology
is a refreshing change in an industry plagued
with outdated spaghetti infrastructures. “Technology doesn’t just play a role in today’s competitive landscape. Today, it’s what defines that
landscape,” Wolberg-Stok explains. “How your
customers or your prospects perceive you, and
how they will size you up against your competitors is increasingly through technology. That’s
one of the key reasons we are so focused on
digitisation. It’s also why it’s increasingly vital to

decouple customer channels from the massive
industrial-grade back-ends that store data and
perform core processing.”
Wolberg-Stok believes that if you want to be
able to delight your users consistently, and to
keep up with their evolving sense of what a great
interaction should feel like, you cannot make
yourself a hostage to the lumbering cycles of the
data centre. “This is a bit like one of those animations about dinosaurs versus younger, smaller and more agile species that breed a lot more
often,” he says. “You need to rapidly evolve the
places where your customers come to do business with you, and you just can’t put up with
long breeding cycles any more. Decoupling is
imperative, and it involves big changes in how
you architect your interfaces to liberate them
and make them competitive.”
Looking ahead, Wolberg-Stok believes that
more change is to come, particularly in the payments space. “We’re now entering an era where
digitisation is no longer just about changing the
way people manage money, but about redefining
money itself. Things as basic as what money looks
and feels like are changing in front of our eyes.

“Technology doesn’t just play a role in
today’s competitive landscape. Today,
it’s what defines that landscape”
“Think of the way money evolved from a proxy
for the barter value of things, to objects like coins
that at first had intrinsic value for their metal
content, to paper money and bills, to data stored
on a magnetic stripe on the back of a small piece
of plastic, to a small chip embedded in that plastic card,” he continues. “Now, we are witnessing
the dematerialisation of even that plastic symbol. There is significant new momentum behind
mobile payments, where the credentials for the
value you are exchanging are no longer even
held in that piece of plastic, but now in the cloud,
or on a small chip inside your smartphone.”
And those changes aren’t just at the point of
sale. “It’s also increasingly when you are buying
something online,” Wolberg-Stok concludes.
“We may still call it a card, but increasingly the
plastic isn’t even needed. Eventually, I think you
will walk around with an invisible shroud of value around you – you won’t even have to think
about making a payment.”
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Accelerating
speed to market
Microsoft’s Richard Peers and finlytics’ Nick Simpson explain how Microsoft’s technology
accelerator programmes help start-ups make an impact in the financial services market
BY REBECCA GIBSON

T
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echnology accelerator programmes, which
provide start-ups with the technology, funding and advisory resources they need to speed
up their entry to market, are fast becoming a staple
in financial services markets across the globe.
“In the past, start-ups would spend a lot of time
building their company’s IT infrastructures which
left them little time to focus on developing the
high-quality products, profitable business strategies and effective marketing campaigns they
needed to enter the market successfully,” explains
Richard Peers, director of the financial services
industry at Microsoft. “Today, fintech accelerator
programmes enable entrepreneurs to experiment
with different ideas and quickly develop breakthrough products that have the potential to revolutionise the financial services industry.”
Microsoft offers various accelerator initiatives,
including seven global Microsoft Ventures programmes and the BizSpark programme, which
gives start-ups access to its technology stack, partners and marketing engines.
finlytics, which was established in 2006 as a joint
venture with a tier-one investment bank, is one financial solutions provider that has benefited from
Microsoft’s BizSpark Plus programme.
The company joined BizSpark to help it save
operational and development costs by offering its
business intelligence solutions via the Microsoft
Azure cloud platform, rather than on its clients’
on-premises servers. BizSpark’s team provided free
access to Microsoft’s software development tools,
servers and Azure cloud platform, as well as provided expert guidance.
“Microsoft reviewed our architecture and initial
business strategies, and gave us the planning advice
and software resources we needed to successfully

transition from our old model in a shorter period
of time,” explains Nick Simpson, the founder of
finlytics. “We have eliminated our monthly development costs and can now deliver the same reporting and business intelligence applications via a
more cost-effective and scaleable model on Azure.”
Working in collaboration with BizSpark and its
Microsoft partner Level 39, a fintech accelerator
based in the UK’s Canary Wharf, enabled finlytics
to interact with major banks, insurers and other financial services institutions.
“Even if a start-up had an unlimited supply of
money, it would still benefit from being a member
of the BizSpark programme,” concludes Simpson.
“Deploying cloud solutions in the financial services sector can be challenging due to the strict regulations, but the Microsoft Ventures and BizSpark
accelerator programmes are really helping startups to navigate these compliance issues, build
viable business plans and bring their solutions to
market quickly.”

Accelerator initiatives
like Microsoft Ventures
can give start-ups
access to technology,
partners and
marketing
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Solid
security
Protecting your company from security breaches
is a complex task, but, as Dejan Kusalovic of Intel
explains, there are ways in which businesses can
leverage the latest technologies to manage their
security in an effective yet cost-efficient manner
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

S

ecurity is the foundation on which financial businesses are built. As a multitude
of high-profile news stories have recently
shown, a security breach can put millions of customers at risk. And in today’s connected world
it will quickly become global news, tarnishing
the brand and creating a devastating impact on
business. But ensuring security is an increasingly
complex task for financial firms. While increased
connectivity has brought huge productivity gains
to businesses, mobile working and the consum-

“User behaviour is a key
security concern”
erisation of IT also mean that the IT environment is significantly more complex to manage.
Helping financial firms to stay ahead of the
threats is a critical focus, says Dejan Kusalovic,
director of marketing at Intel. “Innovation and
trust are the legs we stand on,” he says. “We pride
ourselves on making sure that the best, most upto-date solutions run on Intel, and security is central to providing that level of capability. We embed
security enhancing capabilities, features and solutions in our platforms, across the compute universe from mobile devices, including wearables,
all the way to the most powerful server chips.
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That’s critical for any business, but more than
ever in the financial services industry. We look at
transactions end to end and we work to eliminate
any weak links in the process.”
User behaviour – especially in terms of passwords – is a key security concern, says Kusalovic. “The chief security officer for a major bank
recently told me that they get about ten million
hack attempts a month,” he says. “In most cases,
security would have been much stronger if users
had paid more attention to their own behaviour.
But it’s natural for consumers to behave the way
they do; on average, people have about 16 passwords to remember. So it’s natural – but not safe
– for them to use the same one with a subtle variation, such as adding a number.”
By embedding smart technologies in the actual
device, significant progress can be made towards
eradicating password-related risk. It’s a principle
that’s central to Intel Identity Protection Technology
(IPT), an example of Intel’s security solution, which
provides a tamper-resistant hardware authentication mechanism that can be detected and used by
any IPT-enabled website, providing different ways
to validate that a legitimate user is logging in.
“IPT addresses how people actually access their
accounts and their devices,” explains Kusalovic. “It
generates a unique, one-time password to enable
two-factor authentication and secure VPN access.

A public key infrastructure certificate is embedded
in the chipset to authenticate the user and the server to each other and to encrypt and digitally sign
documents. Working in conjunction with these
tools, a protected transaction display confirms user
presence, verifies transactions and protects information from being viewed by hackers. Simply, it
makes it tougher for people to expose themselves.”
On the server side, many financial firms already
hold some tools to ensure security: information
about customers’ spending habits, and the processing power to analyse it in real time.
“The new Intel processors on the server side are
more powerful than ever,” says Kusalovic. “There’s
a wealth of customer demographic and spending
information available from credit card customers,
and this can be used to compare typical behaviours such as spending amounts, locations types
of purchase with real-time use data, so that any
deviation is flagged up for investigation.
“In the past, this could only be done by data
analysis experts using the largest computer systems. Now, organisations can use sophisticated
algorithms to process and analyse customer credit card data, and track those indicators effectively
and affordably in real time. In addition, we keep
investing in deeply embedded hardware features
such as Trusted Execution Technology (TXT)
that has been in several generations of our Xeon

server processors. They can even use a powerful yet cost-effective solution like Intel Mashery
API Management to create smart server tools for
fraud protection, which can be deployed in the
cloud, on premise or in a hybrid environment.”
As cybercrime becomes more advanced, addressing both server-side and client-side security
will be key to enabling financial organisations to
stay ahead of the threats. Combined with the processing power of today’s computers, solutions such
as IPT and TXT are making that possible .
“We’ll continue to develop technology that can be
used for authentication and secure transactions,”
says Kusalovic. “More capability will be incorporated on the server side to continually improve the
algorithms that detect intrusions. Wearables will
also provide a way to harness biometrics so you become your own password. In five or ten years’ time,
you could be wearing a watch or necklace that
checks your vital signs, many of which – such as
your heartbeat – are unique to each individual and
could be used to authenticate you. The technology could put those signs in context – so if you’re
running, for example, it will question whether it
makes sense that you would be looking at your
bank account at that point. This is true ubiquitous
computing that will enable organisations to protect
consumers and stay ahead of security threats – it’s a
few years ahead now, but it will become a reality.”
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Customer-centric
financial planning

“Now Advicent and Figlo are working
as one company, our potential for
growth is unlimited”

Advicent’s Phil Cunningham and Figlo’s Jenze Bosma explain how combining
their organisations will transform interactions between financial advisors and
clients across North America and Europe

JENZE BOSMA

BY REBECCA GIBSON

F

ounded in 1996, Figlo is one of the Netherlands’ leading providers of multi-channel,
customer-centric software, which simplifies
the financial planning process. The software also
offers intuitive user interfaces (UI) and facilitates
real-time communication and collaboration between financial advisors and their clients.
“A few years ago we developed a client-centric
banking platform, which included personal financial management capabilities, and offered it
to banks across the Netherlands and some clients in the UK,” explains Jenze Bosma, founder
and president of Figlo. “Not only has our cloudbased global financial planning platform gained
wide recognition in the Netherlands, our focus
on providing simple, customer-centric software
earned us an international reputation.”
Following a demonstration of its financial planning software at a US event in 2011, Figlo caught
the attention of Advicent Solutions, which provides software-as-a-service technology solutions
for the financial advice and planning industry in
the US and Canada.
After identifying several consumer-centric trends
in North America’s financial planning marketplace,
Advicent wanted to develop more client-facing
software that enabled financial advisors to interact
with their clients on a more personalised basis.
Impressed by the personal financial management capabilities and customer-centricity of
Figlo’s simple-to-use and well-established software and programming interface, Advicent fully
acquired the company in September 2014.
“An increasing number of our customers want
to gain a fuller picture of their financial situation,
so they expect financial advisors to be more in-
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teractive and provide them with instant access
to information,” says Phil Cunningham, CEO of
Advicent. “It would have taken years for Advicent
to build the client-facing financial planning software it needed to improve clients interactions, but
Figlo’s unique advisor/client technology can be
quickly integrated with our core financial planning solutions to create a very attractive solution
that addresses the needs of the US market.”
Now it has fully acquired Figlo, Advicent will
combine its financial consultancy and planning
tools with Figlo’s interactive customer-platform to
enhance its existing NaviPlan and Profiles products with client-facing modules. Now Advicent
can offer a complete financial planning solution
that will transform client/advisor interactions.
“Technology is improving how clients receive
financial advice and increasing the value they expect from their advisors,” said Cunningham. “The
combination of Advicent and Figlo’s solutions will
provide financial advisors with access to comprehensive and persuasive planning software that
supports their recommendations, resulting in an
entirely new level of instantaneous real-time interaction and communication with their clients.”
Meanwhile, the acquisition has enabled Figlo to
achieve its aim of expanding into the US market.

“An increasing number of
our customers want to
gain a fuller picture of
their financial situation”
PHIL CUNNINGHAM

“Figlo wanted to become a market leader for
financial planning solutions worldwide, and joining forces with Advicent has given us the opportunity to expand rapidly in the US,” says Bosma.
“By combining our organisations’ respective
solutions, we can enter new markets and develop
state-of-the-art, customer-centric financial planning products on the Microsoft technology stack
and ensure we can serve the needs of customers in
various markets.
According to Bosma, the acquisition also
promises multiples benefits for enterprises in
both the US and Europe.
“While US customers are used to taking responsibility for personal financial management plans
and pension funds, this has only just started to
gather momentum in the European markets,” says
Bosma. “Figlo aims to leverage Advicent’s knowledge of investment and wealth management to
help European customers understand how to
manage their own personal pension investment
plans, rather than relying on those provided by
their employers.”
Enterprises can also benefit from Figlo’s software platform when building new financial
planning solutions or aggregating customer information from various databases.
“Building a new UI or solution can take companies up to two years because they need to get

to grips with complex coding and extensive programming,” explains Bosma. “Figlo’s platform
will enable them to simply ‘drag and drop’ various widgets into place to create a simple UI in
a short timeframe, accelerating speed to market.
At the same time, it also provides a single platform to help financial institutions to aggregate
customer data from different departments and
databases to offer a single source of calculations.”
While Figlo and Advicent are still in the process of consolidating their organisations, both
Cunningham and Bosma are confident that the
acquisition will lead to rapid growth in multiple
markets over the coming years.
“Acquiring Figlo has enabled us to add an
excellent technology platform to our existing
solutions and build upon our momentum,” says
Cunningham. “It represents a true global platform and one that we will leverage as we grow
our global footprint over the next few years.”
Bosma agrees. “Initially, Figlo and Advicent
will focus on ensuring we continue to grow in
our core markets – the US, UK and Netherlands
– as well as the other countries we are already
active in,” he concludes. “Maybe in the future we
will be able to partner with other financial planning organisations – now Advicent and Figlo are
working as one company, our potential for future growth is unlimited.”
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A single customer view
Having rolled out a new customer relationship management framework built on
Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Accenture’s Customer Analytics Record solution,
SpareBank 1 is delivering on its ‘one bank, one customer’ vision

S
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pareBank 1 is an alliance of savings banks
in Norway. Covering more than 20% of the
Norwegian banking market, the alliance has
built up a significant customer base since its inception in 1998. To remain competitive and relevant to a younger generation of consumers who
favour online and mobile banking over in-person
interactions with staff, SpareBank 1 knew its continued success hinged on a streamlined approach
to managing customer relationships.
With Avanade and Accenture’s help, the organisation sought to realise its ‘one customer, one
bank’ vision in three key ways.
First, it wanted to grow its insurance business
market share through targeted cross-selling without increasing costs. The SpareBank 1 Alliance
estimates that 25% of its banking customers also
have purchased insurance products offered by the
bank’s insurance division SpareBank 1 Forsikring.
Secondly, it wanted to use proactive tools
for targeted customer outreach. SpareBank 1’s
insurance division had no way to accurately
identify, qualify and proactively sell to insurance prospects across the company’s 16 banks
through the centralised call centre.
It also wanted to create a single source of truth
about all of its customers. Information about
banking customers existed in 17 disparate systems, making it difficult for call centre staff to
even understand who best to target for insurance sales campaigns or to centralise and standardise outreach.
Working with Avanade and Accenture, the
organisation deployed a new customer relationship management (CRM) framework built
on Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Accenture’s
Customer Analytics Record solution, with the
aim of bringing together all of its customer information to provide call centre staff with more
information to better serve customers, and bank
associates with qualified leads, enabling them to
proactively reach out to customers.

Today, SpareBank 1’s consolidated customer
data repository and CRM platform underpins
the company’s entire approach to maintaining customer relationships, giving it a single
360-degree view of its 1.9 million customers.
With all customer data consolidated into one
view, call centre staff now have all information in
one place for effective outbound outreach. This has
led to a 100% increase in outbound insurance sales.
SpareBank 1’s bank associates are also now assigned more accurate lists of prospects from which
to target their insurance sales efforts with specific
recommendations for each customer. All interactions at the branch level are tracked in the new
CRM platform so everyone knows their outcomes.
What’s more, insurance division sales and
marketing teams have better understanding of
why certain campaigns are more effective than
others. They are also armed with critical data
to understand why and where sales initiatives
fail, ensuring distribution channels focus on the
right message to the right customer.
“We’ve seen dramatic increases in our response
rates with this new platform,” says Rune Hoff, director of SpareBank 1 Forsikring. “We can now
more readily segment our customer base, which
enables us to grow our market share without increasing costs.”

With the new CRM
system, bank associates
can proactively reach
out to customers
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Underwriting the
future with virtual IT
French insurance firm Ircem has enhanced employee productivity and
job satisfaction while improving security and lowering costs by moving to
virtualised desktops

I

rcem is an insurance and pensions group based
in France. The company is committed to continually improving business performance and,
as part of these efforts, it has recently virtualised
its data centre, helping to reduce costs and deliver more effective services for enhanced employee productivity. Having seen these efforts lead
to significant benefits for the company, it then
decided to turn its attention to its desktops.
The group’s default operating system was
reaching the end of its lifecycle, and the company
planned to upgrade it. What’s more, the European Union’s Solvency II Directive was pushing for
greater data protection across the industry. This
was the ideal time to transform desktops and
create an end-to-end virtualised environment.
Ircem had an open mind about the vendor
technology for its virtual desktop infrastructure
(VDI). It wanted to find the right clients for its
employees – a technology that would meet their
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reliability and performance needs. But more
than that, the company hoped to find an IT solution provider that understood the requirements
of the insurance business, and believed strongly
in partnership. It drew up a shortlist of providers
and ended up selecting Dell Wyse.
“This was a big decision for us, and we wanted to get it right,” says François Depoortere,
efficiency director at Ircem. “We got a strong
sense that with Dell Wyse we could establish a
partnership. This wasn’t simply about selling us
technology, but developing a relationship for
the long term and becoming a trusted advisor in
client technology.”
The internal IT team at Ircem took control
of deploying the Dell Wyse solution across the
organisation. Each member came away from the
project saying how much easier it had been to
deploy Dell Wyse compared with standard PCs
– the consensus being they had greatly reduced

Ircem has deployed
50 Dell Wyse P-class
zero clients

the time of a typical desktop deployment. Over
five months, around 500 D50D thin clients and
50 P25 zero clients were installed.
“Deploying Dell Wyse was three times faster
than a standard PC rollout, helping us reduce
our costs significantly,” says Depoortere.
Personnel at Ircem feel that IT is transforming the workplace into a more flexible environment that can meet their specific needs.
“We ran a user-satisfaction study across our
offices not long after deployment of the Dell
Wyse 
clients,” says Depoortere. “Everyone
agreed that the move to virtualised desktops
was a good thing. Staff loved the fact they
could change desks and still get instant access
to their personal desktops and applications
through their Dell Wyse clients, no problem.
And because we’d effectively optimised people’s desktops – removing applications that
weren’t required for certain roles – employees
talked about a slicker desktop experience.”
Ircem can expect significant savings over the
coming years through its VDI investment. The
first meetings with the Dell Wyse team revealed
just how much a business can save by deploying

“Staff loved the fact they could
change desks and still get instant
access to their personal desktops”
Dell Wyse compared with a standard PC infrastructure. “The great news for the business is that
we should see savings of 20% over five years on
our client estate,” says Depoortere. “We’ll also be
saving more on electricity because the Dell Wyse
thin and zero clients consume much less power.
One PC uses as much energy as eight virtualized
desktops, helping us lower our overheads while
also aligning IT more closely with the environmental goals of the business.”
For Depoortere, one of the key advantages of the
solution is peace of mind. “From a business continuity perspective, Dell Wyse works r eally well,” he
says. “We showed that if we had to evacuate one of
our buildings in an emergency, staff could simply
move to another site and start work straightaway,
logging in to one of our spare Dell Wyse clients.
It was almost business as usual and our customers
experienced no disruption to services.”
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